OSU Undergraduate Research/Arts Fellow Application 2015-2016

FORM A

This abbreviated application for obtaining transcript notation is valid only for students in the University Honors College, International Education and in the BioResource Research major, and can only be submitted upon the successful conclusion of the thesis defense. Students in these fields who wish to obtain transcript notation prior to the thesis defense must use the full application form.

With the signatures below, each person certifies that the student identified below has satisfied all requirements for completion of their thesis, including a successful defense.

**Notation Applied for** (check one) _____ Research Fellow _____ Arts Fellow
(If you are applying for both designations, separate signature pages are required for each)

Student ID Number ____________________________

Student Name ____________________________  Student Signature ____________________________

Project Title ________________________________________________________________

Thesis Defense Date ______________________________

Mentor Name ____________________________  Mentor Signature ____________________________

Mentor Department name ______________________________________

Honors College, BRR, or Intl. Education Advisor Signature ____________________________

Director for Undergraduate Research Signature ____________________________

Questions? Contact Dr. Sujaya Rao at Sujaya-ugr@oregonstate.edu

This form must be turned in to Dr. Sujaya Rao no later than Friday of dead week of the term in which the student is graduating